
Le Meme Vieux 
 

The dark sky loomed overhead eerily with the howling of the wind, that being the only sound in ear-shot. The 

wind was strong and hailed from the east, I had heard several reports from neighbours that the beast had 

wrecked Nelson point on the south edge of Gerino and had mustered a tsunami to hit Freyatown back in Herilon. 

A storm was coming I thought as I grabbed the reeds in front of me and heaved myself to my feet. I started to 

walk, step by step, releasing the tension from my joints and pulling the spring back into my heel. I pushed my way 

through the sea of cane, my word not being that of Moses and so they pushed back, slapping my skin from  my 

legs up to my face. I finally breached the open field, only interrupted by the messy dirt road that carved through 

the earth and grass like a butcher. The road curved like a sickle as it emerged from the jungle to my left and led 

past the rows of cane to the jungle on my right. Le même vieux I thought as a speck of rain licked my cheek and 

left a damp mark on my rough skin. I took two steps forward before realising what struck me odd about the scene. 

A small blue jeep sat by the tree that stood proudly over it like a father with their son. The doors were wide open 

and creaked in the wind. I approached with caution, the speck of rain multiplying as more fell from the sky. Once 

closer I realised that the vehicle was not civilian but had the faded logo of the Gendarmerie [1] engraved in 

several places and in the backseat was a massive bin bag laid out horizontally. I prodded it with my fingers and 

was met with a soft but firm texture. I pulled my hand back but was stopped by my sleeve caught on the belt of 

the seat. I pulled with all my might, rocking the jeep and causing a bit of noise as a few items fell to the floor of the 

car. Still my sleeve was caught, I pressed one foot against the back of the jeep and pulled harder and harder until 

my shirt ripped from armpit to wrist in a fluid motion, the bag in the back rolling forward and crashing on the floor 

of the car with a thud. I peered over the backseat and saw a red and pink blob of rubbish spill out the bag. I 

reached over and grabbed the bag, heaving to bring it back on the seats only for the rubbish that spilt to be 

dragged up with it. I grabbed the filthy mess only to realise it wasn’t a mashed up piece of meat but solid. A blank 

scarred face stared back at me and my heart jerked forward as I fell to the floor. I heard a shout amongst the rows 

of cane before me and could make out hurried footsteps through the maze of sugarcane. I scrambled to my feet 

throwing up dust as I did so and was lit up by two torch lights accompanied by a series of shouting amongst 

excited voices. I froze for a second like a startled deer in headlights before a boot thudded into my back sending 

me sprawling to the ground. With a mouthful of dirt I raised my head to see the butt of a rifle coming down on 

me… 

 

 

 

My right eye slowly opened as pain flooded my head and my throat burned with the dryness of the dust that filled 

my nose and mouth. My arms coated with goosebumps and aching as my wrists were bound behind me. With all 

my strength I pulled my head forward only to throw up whatever substances lay in my belly onto the floor. My 

head cleared a little and I observed my surroundings, taking in the cement box of a room I sat in. The only objects 

in the room being a bucket of water and the great big bronze pillar I was tied to. In front of me a small wooden 

door that was clearly on its last legs as sugarcane pushed through its cracks and it gently creaked with the wind 

that was still stirring outside. I could hear talking outside the room and as I realised my torso was bare my 

memories came back to me, accompanied with panic. My heart started to beat faster as I realised I must be 

surrounded by murderers and god knows what else. I could sense my end was near. The sounds of talking outside 

slowly got closer, as did the sound of shoes tapping the floor. I braced myself for whatever was to come next as 

the door swung open… 

 

Ben Fewell 

 

[1] Gendermarie: The gendarmerie is a branch of the armed forces responsible for internal security in parts of the 

territory (primarily in rural areas and small towns in the case of France) with additional duties as a military police for 

the armed forces. 


